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Oregon
N
ev
ad
a Karuk (aka \Karok"):
northwestern California,
along the Klamath River
(The word karuk means \upriver".)
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The Karuk language
I Contexts
I Geography: spoken along the middle Klamath River
I Classication: isolate within alleged Hokan group
I Vitality
I 1850: estimated 1800-2700 speakers
I 1950: estimated 100 speakers (Bright 1957)
I 2015: <10 rst-language speakers, 20-50 learners and L2 users
I Teaching
I 2-3 uent L2 users
I Teachers: most are learners
I Where: 2-3 elementary and high schools; community classes
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Karuk text corpus
I Database as of January 2015
I 150 texts containing 23,511 words in 6,167 clauses
I texts recorded in work with numerous elders by A. L. Kroeber,
J. P. Harrington, Jaime de Angulo & Lucy Freeland, William
Bright, Monica Macaulay, and the present authors
I Genres
I traditional narratives, medicine texts
I anecdotes, personal history
I procedural texts, descriptions
I conversation
I documentation sessions: responses to visual prompts (avoiding
English), responses to translation tasks (elicitation)
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Karuk lexicon database
I History
I 138-page lexicon in Bright's The Karok language (1957)
I converted to Shoebox by Susan Gehr & William Bright
I William Bright & Susan Gehr, Karuk dictionary (2005)
I converted to XML format in 2000s; now a mySQL database
I Scope
I >7,300 entries
I every entry has a unique ID
I Linked to text corpus
I words in texts are parsed morphologically
I morphological elements are tagged with lexicon ID numbers
I All lexicon and text resources are for (and are actively used by)
academic and community researchers, learners, and teachers.
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\Karuk Dictionary and Texts" online: Home page
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\Karuk Dictionary and Texts": Dictionary search run
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\Karuk Dictionary and Texts": Dictionary frequency sort
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\Karuk Dictionary and Texts": ikvripma
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\Karuk Dictionary and Texts": Examples glossed
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\Karuk Dictionary and Texts": Text display
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\Karuk Dictionary and Texts": Text display glossed
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Dictionary search: -ramnih `into a container'
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Dictionary search: ishkakramnih `jump into (a container)'
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Why directionals?
I Frequency
12 of the 40 highest-frequency Karuk verbs contain directionals
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Why directionals?
I Frequency
I Typology
`Landau & Jackendo (1993) : : : predict[ed] that there would
be no preposition or spatial relator encoding featural properties
of objects, e.g. none meaning \through a cigar-shaped object"
: : : But the Californian language Karuk has precisely such a
spatial verbal prex [sic], meaning \in through a tubular
space" (Evans & Levinson 2009)
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Why directionals?
I Frequency
I Typology
I Sociocultural salience in a riverine ecology
vaa
that
kuth
because.of
sa^am
down
u-saam-nupu-tih
3SG-ow-downstream.from.here-DUR
karu
also
vaa
that
kuth
because.of
aama
salmon
u-kvrip-raa-tih
3SG-run-up.from.downriver-DUR
\That's why (the water) ows downstream, and that's why
salmon run up the river." (Mamie Oeld, WB KL-17)
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Karuk agglutinating verbal morphology
1. pu=na-'sh-eesh-ara
NEG=1S(>3)-drink-FUT-NEG
\I won't drink." (Nettie Reuben, WB KL-01)
2. nee-shkax-ishrih-math-eesh
2S/3S>1S-be.quiet-down-CAUS-FUT
\It will stop me." (Mamie Oeld, WB KL-45)
3. t-u-p-aat-furuk
PERF-3SG>3-ITER-carry.in.a.burden.basket-into.enclosed.space
\She carried him back indoors." (Nettie Reuben, WB KL-59)
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Karuk verb structure (cf. Bright 1957)
I Prexes
Agreement prexes + iterative ip- `again' + manner kupa- `so'
+ event-internal pluractional reduplication
I 60 suxes
I Derivational (5 position classes)
I Class 1 (mobile): event-external pluractional -va
I Class 2: several less productive suxes
I Class 3: directionals
I Class 4: associated motion, benefactive, causative, etc.
I Class 5: essive -ahi (valence-changing)
I Inectional (7 position classes)
I Collective plural -naa, diminutive -ach
I Tense-aspect: durative -tih, future -avish, past -at, etc.
I Imperative -i, inverse -ap, negative -ara
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Class 3 directional suxes (Bright 1957)
I Unpaired suxes
-krih `in, onto re', -ku `onto a vertical surface', -kurih `into water',
-path `around in a circle', -ra~v `in(to)', -rip `o, out', -ruprin
`through', -suru `o, away'
I Paired suxes
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Class 3 paired directional suxes: A close-up
I Deictic specication
I Ground specication
I Miscellaneous
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Semantic and syntactic analysis
I Macaulay (2004)
I Examples
I I: -ishrih `down (from a person's height)'
I IIA. -suru `o'
I IIB(1). -ramnih `into a container'
I IIC(1): Distal goal. -mu `to there'
I IIC(3): Proximal goal + path. -faku `to here from uphill'
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Challenge 1: Semantic complexity
Some more complex things may be easier to learn!
I Simplicity may correspond to generality of usage
I Syntactic simplicity: fewer features, required arguments
I Semantic simplicity: general meaning, less topological
specicity
This may in turn yield diculty in learning and teaching.
I Trade-o: analytic complexity 6= pedagogical complexity
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Challenge 2: Translation non-equivalence
General directionals correspond only imperfectly to English
general-purpose prepositions. Mismatches are bidirectional:
I -mu `thither': ikfuk `crawl' ! ikfuuk-mu `crawl to'
I ikyi~v `fall' ! ikyii-mu `reach'
kaan
there
u-kyii-m-eesh
3SG-fall-towards-FUT
\It will reach there." (DF 07)
I Other Karuk suxes
I -u^unish: chuph-u^unish `talk to', ikvit.h-u^unish `dream
about', pikshayv-u^unish `tell lies to'
I Benefactive -ih: ikyviichv-ih `work for'; iktav-ih `hand to'
(iktav `hold'), ikyeeh `make for' (ikyav `make'), pakur^ihv-ih
`sing to'
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Challenge 3: Sociocultural changes
I Many elder speakers and community members live outside
traditional Karuk land, e.g. where the riverine landscape is not
salient.
I Even on the Klamath River, modern communication and
transportation are not so river-oriented.
I Some of the less common directionals are used rarely if at all
by today's elders.
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Pedagogical approaches: A smuggler's guide
I Smuggle grammar into life (adapted from L. Hinton)
I Break down grammatical patterns into pragmatic contexts
that are determined by semantically coherent neighborhoods:
local coherence maxima
I Comparisons from yesterday:
I Grenoble (2015) on situational contexts for language learning
I Cox (2015) on paradigmatic learning in complex morphology
We encourage situational paradigms!
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Example 1: Inside and outside
A semantically specic pair
I -furuk `into an enclosure (e.g. house)'
1. kari
and
xas
and
kun-p-ihmara-furuk
3PL-ITER-run.PL-into.enclosure
iina^ak
indoors
`Then they ran back indoors.' (Nettie Reuben, WB KL-11)
2. xas
and
chavura
eventually
u-'arih-furuk
3SG-jump-into.enclosure
`Then eventually she jumped in (her lair).'
(Julia Starritt, WB KL-32)
I -rupuk `out of an enclosure (e.g. house)'
3. pa=keevniikich
the=old.woman
u-'arih-rupuk
3SG-jump-out.of.enclosure
`The old woman jumped out.' (Lottie Beck, WB KL-18)
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Example 2: Down and up
I Motion without -ish(rih) `down'
1. xas
and
vura
INTNS
xara
long.time
p=oo-kyiv
COMP=3SG-fall
`It was a long time that he fell.' (Mamie Oeld, WB KL-09)
I Motion with -ish(rih) `down'
2. kari
and
xas
and
u-kyv-ish
3SG-fall-down
a^apun
ground
`And (Grizzly) fell to the ground.' (Nettie Reuben, WB KL-34)
3. ta
PERF
ni-kyv-ish
1SG-fall-down
`I fell down.' (Lucille Albers, LA-02)
I Analogously
I -sip(riv) `up'
I transitive frames
I aspectual uses: `down' > resultative, `up' > inceptive
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Example 3: Nonalternating -mu verbs
Some very common verbs contain -mu but do not alternate with
simpler forms.
I uumu `arrive'
I va^aramu `go away, leave'
Dual iya^aramu `go, leave'
(Plural has dierent morphology)
I ipmu `return, arrive (there) again, go back'
These select for a Goal complement.
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Example 4: Alternating -mu verbs
I Location context
I pa='avansa
the=man
uuth
out.in.water
u-vi-tih
3SG-paddle-DUR
`The man is paddling out in the water.'
I pa=paa
the=boat
uuth
out.in.water
u-thvruuh-tih
3SG-oat-DUR
`The boat is oating out in the water.'
I Goal context
I chavura
eventually
yiv
far
ta
PERF
kun-vit-ma
3PL-paddle-towards
`Eventually they paddled a long way.'
I chavura
eventually
kaanvari
around.there
u-thvruuh-ma
3PL-oat-towards
`Eventually he oated to that vicinity.'
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Conclusion: Teaching directionals
For any complex grammatical categories:
I Identify local coherence maxima:
I pragmatic or situational contexts where semantically coherent
patterns can be identied and contrasted with paradigmatically
opposed contexts.
I Cf. teaching the German accusative vs. dative, or Greek or
Latin cases by sub-pattern| `dative of disadvantage', etc.
I It is helpful to know:
I what is frequent and what is infrequent in usage
I what all the derivatives are, all the examples of all the
derivatives, or all the examples of just one derivative
Our database and web interface have been useful tools.
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Yo^otva!
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